
2-1: Three Squares

A charge for crossing an island

Capital of Greece, mother goes both ways for Greek letter

Daniel Radcliffe play about a genus of horses

Drummer movie lead with an encore finish 

Lincoln's coin for Big Bang girl 

Tide receded, covering top of a duck's foot 
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Awkwardly unpleasant removing pets once a year

Badger, tailless hare, and donkey

Cleaner visits top college and university repeatedly in the morning

Fourteen lines rewritten a thousand kilos south

Guitarist skin issue? We'd like you to use the phone

Is rare rock from the jagged mountain chain?

Leaf producer was second in a lunar month

Primate's self-worth damaged at the highest point

Red fruit a Roman couple found on Pacific island

To mess around with said transforming Pokemon

Battered folded tortilla with a corn center used for smoking

Bishop left small snake in sac

Drink wine for foundation

Droopy young cow turned over to the British detectives

Enthusiast goes topless in between fish and puffy dessert

French scent around the north, found in the southern English water?

Jewellery lost, beginning of year, by the circuit

Tarnish within a shirt is a keeper

Tropical storm - from phony to baffling

Add nine to the end of the book

Embarrassed at a mutton, to some extent

Get 'round in hotel with penny? That's naive!

Hey! That thing found in Japanese wine is a Japanese mushroom!

Hoofed mammal's last wishes for kitchen scraps

Purple veggie for poultry reproductive factory?

Refrain from revealing how a phone operator can annoy someone?

With one leg on either side of half the street, unable to think clearly

Drill team improvised on exercise machine

Essen city developed as Essen-tial requirement

Having difficulty with price increase, getting free rides from strangers

Human attacker in gaol with trial arranged

Immunize frisky cat in the inside of magical cave

Mixed tin right in, explode with lava, break off

Staff abused reps - none left at the end
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